T h e RTC (Run Time Coordinator) is a software support system designed for the SPS control system to provide a runtime environment for application software. It coordinates the execution of individual programs or processes and supervises the process control, i.e. process synchronisation, inter process communication, data transfer and operator I/O. This supervision includes the control of processes distributed on a UNIX based network. A standard language independent data interface is part of the system. T h e system includes tools for data presentation, error logging and contention resolutioii. This strategy of separating system dependent features from tlie body of the application programs leads to high flexibility and simplifies the software developnient.
INTRODUCTION
What we have to deal with The infrastructure in which software for the cont.ro1 system of the SPS has to be developed can bc considered as a single computer network. The network is heterogeneous : different types of computers (Apollo Workstations, IBM PC-ATs, IBM PC-RTs, Norsk-Data ND 100s) running different operating s y s t e m (AEGIS-UNIX, XENIX-UNIX, Syntron' ). Some of the computers in the network arc also connected to 'front end processors', which establish an interface to the hardware controlling the different parts of the SPS.
Programs running on this network can be written in different languages (typically C, Fortran and NODALZ).
What we want to do In order to control the accelerator, or parts of it, people write what we call applications : an application can be a software program, or a set of programs, normally made of several parts, running on one or more computers in the network. We want to run distributed applications on this network and we also want to be able to run individual parts of a n application independently. We want t o be able t o run several applications at the same time. Finally, we want t o make life easier for both the people writing the applications (hiding from them as many problems as possible which are not directly related with the main goal of their application), and the operators, who have t o run the applications (by giving them an uniform way of starting arid controlling t,he applications).
'Syntron is the operating system running on the SPS Nors1;-ZNODAL is an interpretative language running on the SPS T h e data coni~nunication between the different parts of the application : for example, how to make available to a niodd e data generated by another module running on another comput,er.
All of these problems, and others we will introduce later, are not directly related with t,he main goal of the application itself, which is to perform some operation on a part of tlie accelerator; also.
they are common to a wide range of applications. We could say that they are system softutnve problems.
THE RTC IDEA
It should not b e necessary for the application programmer t o have to deal with system software problems. Firstly because that is not his job, and he has t o divert part of his precious time from his real objectives. T h e other, deeper, reason is that if the programs he writes contain explicit solutions to the system software problems he meets, these programs will become system dependent. Consider, for instance, the case in which a part of the application (a program) explicitely starts another part (another program) when a certain condition occurs. In this case, it will no longer be possible to run these programs individually, to reuse them in other eiivironments. Also it will be more difficult to modify one part of t lie application without creating unforeseen side effects in the overall execution of the application. Finally, it will be impossible t o modify the overall execution flow without modifying and recompiling the programs.
I n order to overcome all these problems a system has been designed [l], [2] and implemented. This system is called the Run Time Coordinator (RTC) [5] , and it is composed of a distributed set of supervisor programs, under whose control the ailplications will be executed.
Maill goals of the HTC are to enable the application programIIlC'f to Split a complex, distributed application into a set of functional units. executzon of the related act207L add flexibility t o the scheme. In the appendix some examples of possible statements are shown.
As a consequence, the functional units composing an application can be strongly decoupled, because they do not need to explicitely refer t o eacli other.
Froin now on, we will call " t a s k " an application, and "process" any of the functional units composing an application. From the main goals stated above, it follows that the RTC system Must provide the application programmers with an easy way of specifying the external functionality of the task.
In particular, there should be the possibility of specifying synchronization and d a t a communication between different processes in a task.
Must be able to execute the task in the way specified by the application programmer.
FORMALIZATION OF THE IDEAS
In order t o let the application programmer specifying the interactions between the different processes of a task, a simple language has been defined . This language enables the application programmer to express in a simple and readable way his requirements concerning control flow, data flow , and process synchronization. T h e application programmer writes a description (the Task Specification) in which the global properties of the task, the definition of the processes composing the task, and the control and data flow of the task are specified using this Task Specific a t i o n L a n g u a g e (TSL)[3] [5] .
T h e global properties of a task consist of a name via which the RTC system will recognize the task, plus some fields defining the applicability of the task itself. A UNIX file can be specified, containing environment variables to be passed t o all the processes of the task.
The definition of a process includes fields like the host where the process has t o run, the executable file corresponding to the process, plus some optional fields, e.g. command line arguments which have to b e passed to the process, the type of interaction the process will have with the operator, size and position of the process window. An important field specifies what data is generated by the process.
T h e formalization of the control and data flow of the task, and of the interaction between processes, are defined by a set of statements. These statements link the execution of an a c t i o n to the occurrence of a n e v e n t , or of a Boolean combination of events.
T h e RTC language supports the following actions execute a process signal a process kill the task arid the events a process ternlinates or starts a process exits with a given exit value a process reports a given value t o the RTC data has been generated an accelerator timing event occurs
_ _
The Task Specification is then passed through the Task Specification C o m p i l e r . This operation checks that the syntax of the TSL was respected, and produces a set of tables. The RTC will use these tables a t run time t o perform the execution of the task in the way specified by the programmer.
From what has been said until now, it is not clear how the programmer can specify the d a t a flow : the only two points where reference to data appears in the Task Specification are the data geriernted bIy a process, in the process block, and the statements of the form execute nctzon when data has been generated. T If t.he action to be performed as a consequence of a 'data is writt c~' event was the execution of a process, the RTC will a s s u m e t h a t t h i s process n e e d s the data, and i t will t a k e care of m a k i n g t h e data available t o the process b e f o r e e x e c u t i n g it. In this way, the programmer is relieved from the problem of distributing the data over the network.
THE RUN TIME IMPLEMENTATION
l'lie ltun Time Coordinator, as stated before, consists of a set of supervisor programs, under whose control tasks and processes are executed. Our implementation assigns a well defined function t o each of these supervisors. We have A S c h e d u l e r program. T h e Scheduler is responsible for the overall control of the task execution. It receives the request for activating a certain task, and it performs the actions related to the starting of the task. Actions are either performed directly, or by issuing commands to other supervisors. In the current implementation, all the events related t o the task (terniination of a process, data updating, timeouts, etc.) are reported to the Scheduler on the computer from which the task was launched. Every time an event is reported t o it, the Scheduler will look into the task tables produced by the Task Specification Compiler, and will perform any action related to that event.
o An Executor program. The Executor is responsible for executing the processes belonging t o the task. These processes run as U N I X children of the Executor. T h e Executor also deals with assignment of windows, and input/output redirection, arid with setting the environment and working directory for the process. Every time one of its children terminates, the Executor signals the event t o the Scheduler. The Executor can also receive from the Scheduler the order t o kill all the processes belonging to a given task.
T h e T i m e r . All the operations involving time intervals are delegated to tlie Timer process. This process receives froiii the Scheduler the requests for setting up single or repetitive time intervals and it, will report an event to the Scheduler every time one of these interval expires.
T h e execution of a task with processes running on different computers requires communication of information over t hr network. For instance, the Scheduler controlling the task has to inform tlie Executor on another computer that a process has to be run, and later on the Executor has to report to t h r Scheduler t,hat the process is terminated. Two programs, the Sender and the Receiver. deal with this problem.
T h e Sender. T h e Sender process receives, from the other supervisors on its node, all the messages to supervisors on other nodes. T h e Sender transmits the message to the Receiver 011 the destination node.
T h e Receiver. The Receiver receives messages from Srnder processes on other nodes, and transmits thesc messages to the supervisors to whom the messages are addressed. It can also receive a message requiring the distribution of a MOPS.
In this case the Receiver creates a copy of that hlOPS on the node where it runs. [7] . Our implementation of the RTC is written in the -C' languag(> for the UNIX environment. Tlic essential parts should therefore be portable to any other computer running the UNIX operating systcm.
.A user friendly interface has been also implemented. Froni dedicated consoles (Apollo workstations) the SPS operators can launch up to 10 different tasks a t the same time. follow their erecutions. and make windows associated with the task processes visible or invisihle. All of this just by using a single mouse button.
CONCLUSION
We have described a software system, the RTC, which offers advaiitages both t o those writing the software arid to those wlio ru11 it. By using the RTC. application programmers can split complex distributed applications into small, decoupled frinctional units. Furthermore. he does not have to deal with system deperident problems. T h e interaction between these units is specified in a simple language.
T h e set of furict,ional units constituting an applicat,ion is theii run under the control of a distributed set of supervisor programs (the RTC). Tools are provided to give the operators the possibility of following and also controlling the execution of several applications at the same time.
By modifying the Task Specification it is easy to change tlic, way in which the application is run. and it is straightforward t o adapt it to new external requireillerits.
